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Saturated Solution - Chemistry
This definition refers to a saturated solution. In this context,
saturated refers to a point of maximum concentration , in which
no more solute may be dissolved in a solvent . Saturation, in
this context, depends on temperature and pressure.
Saturated Definition - Chemistry Glossary
Definition of Saturated Solution. A saturated solution is one where there are about
equal amounts of particles or solutes and solvent in the solution. If you live on one of
the coasts, you've probably gone to the beach and played in the water.
Saturated Solution Chemistry Definition
The term saturated solution is used in chemistry to define a solution in which no more solute can be
dissolved in the solvent. It is understood that saturation of the solution has been achieved when any
additional substance that is added results in a solid precipitate or is let off as a gas.
What Is a Supersaturated Solution? | Reference.com
A saturated solution is a chemical solution containing the maximum concentration of a solute dissolved in the solvent.
The additional solute will not dissolve in a saturated solution. The amount of solute that can be dissolved in a solvent
to form a saturated solution depends on a variety of factors.
Saturated Solution Definition and Examples
(Chemical Engineering : General) A saturated solution is a solution in which there is so much solute that if there
was any more, it would not dissolve. When a saturated solution is placed in contact with additional solute, solute
neither dissolves nor is deposited.
Unsaturated Definition in Chemistry
In chemistry, the term "unsaturated" usually refers to one of two things: When referring to chemical solutions, an
unsaturated solution is able to dissolve more solute. In other words, the solution is not saturated. An unsaturated
solution is more dilute than a saturated solution.
Saturation (chemistry) - Wikipedia

A saturated solution is a solution that contains the maximum amount of solute that can be dissolved under the
condition at which the solution exists. In chemistry, after studying solutions and properties of the solution, one
can understand that a solution can reach a status of saturation.
Supersaturated - definition of supersaturated by The Free ...
Solutions. In physical chemistry, saturation is the point at which the solute of a substance can dissolve
no more of that substance and additional amounts of it will appear as a separate phase (as a precipitate, if
solid, or as effervescence or inclusion, if gaseous). This point of maximum concentration, the saturation
point,...
Unsaturated Solution: Definition & Examples - Video ...
A supersaturated solution is a solution with more dissolved solute than the solvent would normally
dissolve in its current conditions. Supersaturation is achieved by dissolving a solute in one set of
conditions, then transferring it to other conditions without triggering any release of the solute.
What Is an Unsaturated Solution in Chemistry?
A solution is a mixture of a solute, the substance being dissolved, in the solvent, the substance in
greater quantity. When a solution reaches its maximum of solute, the solution is said to be...
Saturated | Definition of Saturated at Dictionary.com
In chemistry, an unsaturated solution consists of solute completely dissolved in solute. If no
additional solute can dissolve in a solution, that solution is said to be saturated. Solubility
depends on temperature. Raising the temperature of a solution may even turn a saturated solution
into an unsaturated one.
Solubility - Wikipedia
(of a solution) containing the maximum amount of solute capable of being dissolved under given
conditions. (of an organic compound) containing no double or triple bonds; having each single bond
attached to an atom or group. (of an inorganic compound) having no free valence electrons.
Saturated and Unsaturated Solutions | Chemistry for Non-Majors
Saturated Solution A solution with solute that dissolves until it is unable to dissolve anymore, leaving
the undissolved substances at the bottom. Unsaturated Solution
Saturated solution definition and meaning | Collins ...
Saturated Solution Chemistry Definition
Types of Saturation - Chemistry LibreTexts
saturated solution one in which the solvent has taken up all of the dissolved substance that it can hold in
solution.
Saturation (chemistry) | definition of Saturation ...
(Chemistry) (of a solution) containing more solute than a saturated solution and therefore not in
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equilibrium

In chemistry, saturation usually refers to: the electronic structure and bonding in a compound or an ion, see
Saturated and unsaturated compounds . the state at which a solution will not dissolve additional solute, see
supersaturation .

Saturated Solution: Definition & Examples - Video & Lesson ...
A saturated solution is a solution that contains the maximum amount of solute that is capable of
being dissolved. At 20°C, the maximum amount of NaCl that will dissolve in 100. g of water is
36.0 g. If any more NaCl is added past that point, it will not dissolve because the solution is
saturated.
Examples of Saturated Solution - YourDictionary
The definition of solute concentration is the amount of solutes or particles that are dissolved in a
solution. And remember that our definition of an unsaturated solution says that there are fewer ...
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